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Piggyback Ride to Adaptation
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Competition between adaptive mutations in different asexual lineages
limits the rate of adaptation. But additional adaptivemutations can occur
in lineages that already have one, altering the dynamics of evolving
asexual populations.Clifford Zeyl
Adaptation by asexual populations
might seem straightforward
enough: beneficial mutations
occasionally arise and, because
of their competitive superiority,
replace the former wild type. But
unless they are particularly rare,
two or more mutations are often
present at the same time in the
population. Without sex, they
cannot be combined, so all but the
fittest of coexisting mutations are
eliminated by competition. In
a paper published recently in
Current Biology, Desai et al. [1]
point out that, when mutations
are abundant enough that the
population contains multiple
clones, each with new mutations,
additional mutations will also arise
in some of these clones while they
are still competing. This added
twist leads to some interesting
predictions about the effects of
piggybacking adaptive mutations
on competing clones. Desai et al.
[1] tested these predictions in
a 500-generation evolution
experiment using yeast.
A successful adaptive mutation
must first become established,
evading extinction due to random
drift. Selection then increases the
frequency of individuals carrying
the adaptive mutation until almost
all of the population is descended
from the original mutant, a process
called fixation. The rate at which
mutations enter a population
depends on its size N and the
per-genome, per-generation rate
of beneficial mutation Ub. In
populations that are small or have
low mutation rates, the rate of
adaptation is limited by mutation,
and the fixation of an established
mutation is fast relative to the
waiting time for the next mutation.
Fitness therefore increases ina series of sigmoidal jumps in this
successional fixation regime.
When the product NUb is large,
multiple mutations can become
established before any of them are
fixed (Figure 1A). In the ensuing
competition, or clonal interference,
one is fixed and the rest are lost [2].
As in the successional-fixation
model, fitness increases in
a stepwise fashion, and at each
step, variation is eliminated
(Figure 1B), but adaptation by
clonal interference is different in
two ways. First, fixation takeslonger because the successful
mutation must compete with other
adaptive mutations in addition to
the current wild type, reducing its
competitive advantage. Second,
as NUb increases and adaptive
mutations becomemore abundant,
the rate of adaptation becomes
limited by this slower fixation
process, rather than by a waiting
time for the next mutation [3,4].
The resulting diminishing-returns
effect of increasing NUb has been
called a ‘speed limit’ on asexual
adaptation.
Desai et al. [1] extend the clonal
interference model with the
observation that, when adaptive
mutations are abundant enough to
compete, they will also sometimes
‘piggyback’, occurring on
competing genetic backgrounds
that already have adaptive
mutations. This can cause
a reversal of fortunes: a previously
inferior clone that was headed for












Figure 1. A comparison of clonal interference and multiple mutation models.
(A) Clonal interference. Adaptive mutations, represented as colored dots, arise in
different clonal lineages. The fittest mutation, in red, is fixed, and all others go extinct.
(B) During this fixation event, fitness increases rapidly during the relatively brief period
when the mutation goes from rare to near fixation, and genetic variation (represented
by the width of the red curve) is eliminated. (C) Multiple mutation. Clones with one
adaptive mutation may acquire another, preventing the fixation of previously superior
clones. (D) While individual mutations may be fixed, fitness variation persists at a
balance between mutation and selection that is determined by population size and
mutation rate.
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in turn by another multiple
mutant. Adaptation by this
multiple-mutation is expected to
differ from clonal interference
models in several ways
(Figure 1C,D).
One difference concerns the
currency of population genetics:
genetic variation. In populations
adapting by either successional
fixation or clonal interference,
variation is repeatedly eliminated,
because each fixation event carries
the entire genetic background of
the selected mutation to fixation.
Variation is transient, briefly
reintroduced by mutation
between fixation events [5]. In
the multiple-mutation model,
piggybacking new mutations onto
clones with previous, unfixed
mutations maintains adaptive
variation at a balance between
mutation and selection. As either
N or Ub increases, already fitter
clones will acquire new mutations
more often, and less fit clones will
take longer to be eliminated,
maintaining a broader distribution
of fitness than in populations of
lesser N or Ub. Persistent variation
fuels a constant rate of adaptation,
rather than the stepwise pattern
of clonal interference.
Desai et al. [1] tested their
multiple-mutation model by
transferring asexual yeast
populations through test tubes
containing a glucose-limited
medium for 500 generations. They
approximated the effect of varying
N over three orders of magnitude,
by varying the numbers of cells in
the ‘bottleneck’ of each transfer.
They also increased mutation rates
roughly tenfold in populations of
each size, by deleting the DNA
repair gene MSH2. Fitness gains
were estimated from competitions
between evolved populations or
clones against genetically marked
ancestors.
Desai et al. [1] go a step beyond
previous evolution experiments in
looking thoroughly at the variation
in twelve of their populations at the
end of the experiment. The results
confirm their prediction of greater
variation in larger populations and
at higher mutation rates (the
interesting prediction of stable
fitness distributions throughout the
course of adaptation was nottested, perhaps because this
would have been too laborious).
Support for the expected steady
rate of adaptation appears more
equivocal. Instead of statistically
comparing the observed fitness
trajectories with this prediction,
or with the clonal interference
prediction of a series of steps, they
illustrate the trajectories of the six
largest mutator populations.
One could see a variety of
trajectories there, including one or
two stepwise ones, and the inferred
pattern may be sensitive to the
interval between fitness estimates.
During the first few thousand
generations of an Escherichia coli
experiment, increases in fitness [6]
and in cell size [7] appeared to be
smoothly hyperbolic (flattening
curves) when estimated at
500-generation intervals, but
sampling every 100 generations
revealed step-like dynamics. The
logarithmic increase in fitness
gains with N and with Ub (and not
with NUb) in the Desai et al. [1]
experiment clearly refutes the
successional fixation prediction
of a linear relationship, and it
matches their multiple-mutation
expectation. Less than linear
relationships have also been
reported in previous experiments,
and explained with clonal
interference models [3,4].
In any case, multiple-mutation
is clearly supported by the
observation of adaptation that was
too rapid to have resulted from the
fixation of one mutation at a time.
Intriguingly, a similar discrepancy
arose in an asexual yeast evolution
experiment that was published
almost 25 years ago [8]: adaptation
was too fast to be compatible with
the estimated fitness advantages
of single mutations. Persistent
fitness variation was suggested
as an explanation [9], which
is consistent with the
multiple-mutation model.
How does this paper advance
our understanding of asexual
evolution? The soundly refuted
successional fixation model had
already been dismissed, except
for very small NUb. The idea of
clonal interference has been
complemented, rather than
refuted – clones still
compete — and the basic
piggybacking idea has beenpresented before [10]. But as
a study of adaptive variation in
mutation–selection equilibrium,
this paper stands out. Neutral
variation has been thoroughly
studied, as has the balance
between harmful mutation and
selection, but adaptive variation
is more interesting from an
evolutionary perspective. And as
the authors calculate it, that
variation arises at the rate of
Ub = 2.4 3 10
25, the highest
estimate so far. Previous
estimates, based on a variety of
experiments and assumptions,
ranged from 1.8 3 10211 [8] to
3 3 1026 [11].
Finally, the multiple-mutation
model will stimulate more thought
on the adaptive value of sex and
recombination [12]. A longstanding
hypothesis is that sex accelerates
adaptation by combining
mutations from different lineages,
relieving clonal interference
[13–15]. In a recent evolution
experiment [16] with the alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, sex
accelerated adaptation by a factor
that increasedwith population size,
as this hypothesis predicts.
Multiple-mutation could magnify
this effect, by increasing the
number of mutations available to
be recombined. On the other hand,
recombining multiple mutants may
too often break up the fittest
combinations. Evolutionary
geneticists will be very interested
in working this out.
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‘Lek Paradox’?
The ‘lek paradox’ — the hypothesis
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One of the longest running and
most contentious issues in the
study of sexual selection is the
degree to which elaborate male
ornaments — and female
preferences for them — confer
a genetic fitness advantage. Male
sexual traits are expected a priori
to harbour little genetic variance,
as the strong selection they
encounter due to directional mate
preference quickly drives favoured
alleles to fixation, thereby
depleting heritable variation [1,2].
This has given rise to the ‘lek
paradox’: why do females, who
receive only genes during mating,
continue to discriminate between
males if there are so few genetic
benefits of choice [3,4]?
The most persuasive resolution
to this problem in evolutionary
biology comes from the
expectation that sexual ornaments
are expressed in proportion to
male genetic condition, as only
high quality individuals are
expected to be able to afford to
‘pay the price’ of possessing such
costly traits [5]. Condition is
defined as a trait showing strong
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to Resolve the
that females do not gain substantial
could be resolved by sexually
ale condition. A recent paper,
be the case inDrosophila bunnanda.
such that higher trait values confer
greater fitness. Many loci are
expected to affect condition, and
hence condition should provide
a broad target for intrinsic (e.g.
mutations) and extrinsic (e.g.
parasites, stress) factors that
counter the depletion of genetic
variance through selection [6].
Empirical support for this
hypothesis comes from the
observation that sexually selected
traits tend to show heightened
condition-dependent expression
[7], often covary positively with
male viability [8] and typically
display high levels of genetic
variation [9].
In an intriguing new study
published in Current Biology,
Van Homrigh et al. [10] examine the
model of condition-dependent
ornaments as a resolution of the
lek paradox in a species in which
females exhibit mate preference
for complex male traits. Male
Drosophila bunnanda (Figure 1),
and other members of the
Drosophila serrata species
complex, emit cuticular
hydrocarbons (CHCs) that are
important cues used by females
in mate choice decisions. Male
CHC blends are highly
dimensional — in D. bunnanda15. Otto, S.P., and Barton, N.H. (1997). The
evolution of recombination: removing the
limits to natural selection. Genetics 14,
879–906.
16. Colegrave, N. (2002). Sex releases the
speed limit on evolution. Nature 420,
664–666.




DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2007.02.042nine different molecules define
the sexual trait [10]. This
complexity stands in marked
contrast to many of the ‘simpler’
ornaments often studied in sexual
selection, which tend to be
measured on one or at most a few
axes of variation, such as tail length
or song amplitude. Van Homrigh
et al. [10] asked three questions: do
CHCs, individually and collectively,
exhibit genetic variance? Is there
any genetic covariance between
CHCs and a component of male
condition, body size? Does female
choice act on CHCs in such a way
that it selects indirectly for genetic
variation in CHCs and male
condition? The last question is
particularly important in systems
with multiple sexually selected
traits, as there are many
dimensions on which females can
select; if there is little genetic (co-)
variation of CHCs with condition
parallel to the direction of female
preference, then there will be no
genetic advantage for choosy
females. Van Homrigh et al. [10]
found that all of the nine individual
CHCs studied showed high levels
of genetic variation. In addition,
genetic variance in the nine CHCs
accounted for almost 20% of the
heritable variation in body size,
suggesting a strong and
informative genetic link
(covariance) between these
sexually selected traits and
condition.
Van Homrigh et al. [10] then
asked whether females actually
preferred combinations of CHCs
that were revealing in terms of
male condition. Females were
found to prefer relatively high
concentrations of certain CHCs but
